Keep an eye on your trailers with TrailerLinc

• How do you know where your trailers are?
• Are they coupled or uncoupled?
• Are they pulled by you or by a subcontractor?

With the self-contained unit TrailerLinc you will know their position. Even rental trailers can be equipped!

How to optimize your fleet and trailers?

- Reduce the risk of theft of the trailer or its cargo
- Improve productivity
- Ensure the overall visibility of your park
TrailerLinc, the indispensable solution to manage your trailers

Features of TrailerLinc

- Track and Trace when coupled: 1 minute position
- Track and trace when uncoupled and moving: 1 hour position
- Track and trace when uncoupled and standing still: Every 24 hours
- Coupled and Uncoupled event: Visible on VDO FleetVisor
- Battery Level info: Visible on VDO FleetVisor
- Truck x Trailer Matching: Option
- OTA updates: Yes

How TrailerLinc works?

The TrailerLinc unit is secure, robust and water resistant (Protection IP69). It incorporates a motion detector and GPS sensor that signal movement and measures speed of the trailer. It is then possible to see where are parked trailers. Position and cargo trace are available on VDO FleetVisor.